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absorption of ~UXUS components in porous particle imprcgnatad with a reactive liquid
been studied theoretically. A model that descrik
this absorption process has been developed jn
which it is assumed ttlat the porous particles act as a liquid support and arc chemically inert. The model is
based on the d~~ription
of diksion
and reaction in a stagnant liquid sphere. and validated with several
asymptotic analytical solutions. Both reactions instantaneous
with respsct to the mass transfer rate and
reactions with finite reaction rates can be applied. For the instantaneous reactions MI approximation
for the
dimensionless
total accumulation
is presented if the difbivities
OFthe absorkd gas and the other
components
are unequal. For reactions with fmite tates different absorption regimes can be recognized in
the time -flux diagrams. The simultaneous absorption af two gases which tith-react
in the liquidimpregnated particles, ag. H,S and CO, in aqueous amine solutions, has alsa been studied. The results of
the simulationr of the rimultano4watzsorption of two gases indicate that seelective removal of one of the gas
components with porous particles impregnated with a reactive liquid seems feasible.
Ahtract-The
phasehas

Gas-liquid
processes
are frequently
encountered
in
the chemical industry. Often the gas absorption
rate is
enhanced
owing to chemical reaction(s) occurring in
the liquid phase. A knowledge of this enhan&
absorption
is indispensable
to uSme to an optimal design of the absorber.
Therefore,
much attention
has
been paid to the description
and modelling
of gas
absorption
accompanied
by liquid reactions.
The
models are based on mass transfer theories like e.g.
the film theory, Higbie penetration
theory and the
Danckwerts
suriaee
renewal
theory
(Danckwerts,
1970). Only in very few special cases can analytical
solutions be obtained for the models, describing mass
transfer accompanied
by a chemical
reaction
[e.g.
Olander (19&I)], but mostly approximations
or numerical techniques
have to be used to solve the problem. The absorption
rates derived with approximate
models [e.g. van Rrevelen and Hoftijzer (1948), Onda
et al. (1970), DeCout-sey
(19X2)] are only accurate
under some specific conditions
(Versteeg it al., 1989).
With numerical
twhniques
the chosen model can be
treated rigorously
but resolution is, compared
to the
use of the approximate
models, laborious
and timeconsuming.
Once an absorption
model has been
solved by a numericsI technique, results are easily and
accurately obtained over a wide range of reaction and
diffusion conditions.
Rantly,
an extensive review in
the field of modelling
gas-liquid
reactions has been
presented
by van Swaaij and Verstmg (1992).
However,
if [ha reaction
takes pItice in a small
droplet with a finite chemical capaeity
the above-
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mentioned
models cannot be used because in the
situations no bulk is present. Examplea of reactors in
which such processes
take place are spray columns,
[cyclone) spray scrubkrs
and liquid-liquid
(reactive)
extractors.
Although the last one is not a gas-liquid
process, there is no mathematical
difference between
the description
of a -liquid
process and that of
a liquid-liquid
process with two immiscible
phases.
Description
of simultaneous
mass transfer and reaction in a small liquid sphere should JX instationary
because of the finite capacity of the droplet. In the
literature
reltitively little attention
has been paid to
the description
of these instationaTy
gas-liquid
processes in small droplets+ En case descriptions
are given
for reaction and mass transfer inside a droplet, attention is mainly focused on internally
circulating
or
oscillating droplets. Due to this internal circulation
or
oscillation,
mass transfer not only proceeds
by diffusion but also by convection.
T%e circulation
in, or
oscillation of, the particle occurs as a consequence
of
the friction of the sphere with the surrounding
medium.
Circulating
droplets
with an irreversible
second-order
reaction A + B - product(s) have been
studied by Brunson and Wellek (1971), Brounshtein
@T
al. (1976) and Giirkan (1990). Brunson and Wellek
(1971) also included results for a completely stagnant
droplet
So far, no results are published for complex
reversible reactions in stagnant liquid spheres. Only
some limiting cases were analytically
solved.
Crank (1976) presented
an analytical solution for
the simple m&on
AeC,

R = ,&[A]

-

in which A absorbs
in a stagnant
immobile. Wa et al. (1976) treated
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parti&
and C is
the same problem
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by numerical
inversion
of Laplace transforms,
but
they did not compare their results with the analytical
solution of Crank. Sada and Ameno (1973) derived an
analytica
solution-for
an instantanebus
irreversible
reaction A + B d product(s) in a stagnant liquid f&i
for equal diffusivities
of components
A aud Et. The
description
for a stagnant
sphere can be obtained
analogous
to their derivation
for a stagnant
Mm.
Some approximate
solutions,
based on a pseudo
steady state for component
A, can h taken from the
literature about gas-solid reactions [see Froment and
Bischoff (1990)]. The approximate
models obtained
for these reactions
(e.g. shrinking
cDre model) are of
little practical importance
for stagnant liquid spheres,
because for gassolid
reactions
reactant
3 is immobile.
The description
of a stagnant liquid sphere can also
be applied to an inert porous particle which is tiled
with a liquid. When the particle is inert .and fully
impregnated
with a mactive liquid, the description
of
diffmion and reaction i9, apart from the introduction
of a porosity and tortuosity factor, identical to that of
diffusion and reaction in a stagnant liquid sphere.
This immobilization
pr-ss
offers interesting possibilities in gas treating as an alternative
to the traditional gas;liquid
contactors.
By using small particles
(e.g. lOC-500 pm), a very large interfacial arm can be
process is only meaningcreated. The immobilization
ful for fast reactions which are normally mainly’controlled
by gas-phase
transport
and/or
diffudonai
transport
in the liquid phase. It possibly can be used
for the purification
of valuable components
[e.g. separation of CO from synthesis
gas with the Cosorb
solution (Heassse, 1973)] or the (selective) removal of
small amounts of (harmful) gases (e.g. removal of H2S
from natural gas with amine solutions).
Instead
of
circulating the liquid from an absor&r
to a desorber,
now the impregnated
particles have to LX circulated to
obtain a continuous
gas separation
process. Reactors
seeming to be suitable are, for example, guidized kds.
gas-solid
trickle flow reactors and risers.
The immobilization
of a liquid is already appliti in
steady-state
catalytic processes,
where the particles
can be either fixed in a bed [e.g. Rao and Datta
(198X)] or fluidi4
[e-g. Ohlrogge (1988)], Also in
variou5
patents (Lutchko,
1973; Rouxguerraz
et cal.,
1980) the absorption
of gases like COS, HIS and CO2
into immobilized
amine solutions was studied experimentally.
Before applying
this new gas separation
method
important
matters
like the inertness
of the carrier,
evaporation
of the liquid, the fluidization
behaviour
of the impregnated
particles and absorption
behaviour in an impregnated
particle have to be studied
theoretically
;1$ well as experimentally,
In this paper theoretical
results for the gas-liquid
reaction
Ir.lA

+ /?‘a]R=Y,C

+ YaD

et a!.

porous
particle will be presented.
The generahad
reaction scheme (la) makes it possible to investigate
a wide variety of reactions: from a simple first-order
irreversible
reaction- to a complex reversible reaction
with arbitrary kinetics. The two reactions of particular interest
arc the Cosorb
reaction
(lb) and the
H&amine
reaction (lc), which are both covered by
the generalized
reaction (1):
CO + CuAICl,~CuAICl,~CO
H,S

+ amine=

HS-

(IhI

+ amine~H+.

UC)

Furthermore,
resulta will be prwented
when a second
gas, E, absorbs simultaneously
in the liquid-filled particle and wusumes
I?, resulting in products
C and
F [reaction
(2a)]. This occurs in the simultaneous
absorption
of H2S and CO2 into amine solutions,
where, bides
reaction (lb), the undesirable
reaction
between CO, and an (for example, primary) amine
takes place [reaction (2b)]:
Iv,lE + l~azIR=y,,C
co,

-t Zamine~

2

Gal

+ YJF

amineCOO_

+ amine*H+.

(2b)

THEORY

2.1. Introduction
The theory for mass transfer accompanied
by reactions of finite (Section 2.2) as well as infinite (Section
2.3) reaction rate in a stagnant-liquid-filled
particle
will be treated. The theory for instantaneous
reactions
is useful in deriving
analytical
solutions
for some
asymptotic
situations. In Section 2.4 some remarks on
the assumptions
made in the present model are given.

If reactant A absorbs in a stagnant hquid
where it reacts with component
B according
reaction
MA

+ lyblBb~,C
?‘a and

rb

sphere,
to the

+ KiD
G

0,

Ye

and

+fd 2

0

(1)

with the kinetics

the non-stationary
mass transfer
droplet can, for each mmponent,
iT[i]
-=--

at

D,

a

F2 ar

ati1

and reaction in the
be descriil>ed by

( >
‘+

+ YrR,

i = A, B, C or D.

<3a)

When the reaction proceeds in au inert porous particle filled with a stagnant liquid, relation (3a) transforms, after incorporation
of porosity and tortuosity,
into

(Ia)

(A is the absorbed component)
with arbitrary kinetics
in a stagnant
liquid sphere or stagnant-liquid-filled

i=A,B,CorD.

(3b)

by reversible chemical reactions

Mass transfer accompanied

The boundary
and initial conditions
filled particle are:
[iltzO

= constant,

0 G r < r,,

for the liquid-

i = A, B, C or D

For instantaneous reactions, equilibrium is reached at
any point and time within the partick,
and the
missing balance for component
C is given by the
equilibrium
condition

(41
K

cwcw’

_

l(volatile

WI
=0
ar *,

(non-volatile

component

components

A)

(5)

B, C and D)
(61

2 ZEi]
9
r ar
r=o =

i = A, B, C or D.

I7a)

272g

(10)

[A]” [B]”

For an instantaneuus
reaction the boundary conditions at r = fl change as well. These can easily he
derived from a mass balance over the particle. Only
component
A absorbs
into the particle, while the
other components
are non-volatile.
Therefore, the following conditions
must k satisfied for the volatile
component
A and the non-volatile
components
B and
D, respectively:

corAhhough
relation (7a) gives the mathematically
rect boundary
condition,
it is widely accepted to use
eq. (7b) instead:

JCil
i?r
If a second

r=O

= 0.

parallel

i = A, 3, C or D.

(7b)
and

reaction

of finite rate occurs, as
in the simultaneous abswption
of H,S and CO2 in
amine solutions, which can be descrikd
by
.

ly.lE: + hlB=xzC

i = B or D.

+ Y,F

SIPand m G 0, ye2 and YX2 0
and the reaction

(2)

rate by

Rz = k,CEI’

CB]” - L

Substituting

relation

terms

giuos, for eq. I I1 a),

C’J” CFI”

the balaancff for comfionents E and Fare, by replacing
R, by R,. equivalent
to eq. (36). The boundary conditions for the volatile component
E are given by the
same r?lations (5) and (7b) as for component
A. The
boudary
conditions
for component
F are given by
relaiions (6) and (7b).
For components
B and C, eq. (3b) is extended with
a second reaction term RI:

and relation

(12a) transforms

After integration

i = El or C.
The initial

(9) for the accumulation

(12a)

condition for each component

reIation

into

(1 lb) gives

(8)

is given by

: l%Ar”aaCcJ

eq. (4).

YE

2.3. Instuntawous reucsions
If the reaction is instantaneous
the reaction
rati is
infinite and, consequently,
eq. (3b) cannot be used+
However, the reaction rate in eq. (3b) can k eliminated for three of ihe. components
(e.g. A, B and D) by
combining the balanm
of these components
with the
balance for the remaining component
C. The result is

i = A, I3 or D.

(9)

and relation

(12b) results

4

p1
Jr 1 Q

(lrc)

in

i=BorD.

(12~)

Finally, the bundary
conditions
for 1~n instantaneous reaction are obtained. For eq. (11~)
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is obtained,

and eq+ {12c) results

in

The fourth boundary
relation for the instantaneous
reaction is given by the equilibrium
conditibn
(10).
2.4. Assumptions in the present model
In the present absorption
model for gas-liquid promesses in Istagnant-liquid-filled
particles,
isothermal
conditions
are assumed. This is justified only if smaIl
amounts of gas are absorbed
and/or the reaction is
not highly exothermic.
Moreover,
constant
non-coupled
diffusion W&K
cients are supposed, as is the case for non-ionic solutions of low concentration.
If ionic species are produced or consumed,
the effect of the electrortatic
grad&fit on the diffusivities has to be taken into account, like e.g. Glassmock and Rochelle (1989) and
Littel et al. (1991) describd.
However,
Littel ef nl.
(1991) showed that the assumption
of equal diffusion
coefficients of the ionic products (total coupling) introduced only minor deviations compared to the situation in which the effect of the potential gradient on
the decoupled ion diffusivities was taken into account.
Therefore, in the present model electraneutrality
was
assured by giving all ionic species equal diffusivities.
3. NUMERICAL

TREATMENT

For gas-liquid
prrxresses the enhancement
factor is
normally used to obtain an impression
of the degree
of enhanced
absorption
in the stationary
&uatlon,
Owing to the absence of a stationary
situation for
both the physical and chemically enhan&
flux in
small stagnant-liquid-filled
particles, usage of the enhancement
factor teems meaningless.
It may, for
exampIe, be possible that due to saturation
the physical fiux at a certain moment would be zero, while in
the reactive situation saturation
is not reached yet.
This would result in infinite values for the enhancement factors. For this reason results are given in the
form of dimensionless
accumulations
and fluxes as
a function of time.
The contact times are varied between 1 x 10s5 and
100 s, which
covers
the process
conditions
encountered in cyclone spray scrubkrs
(Schrauwen,
1985), spray tdwers and that in liquid-liquid
extraction. The contact time of the particles for the intended
application ranges from eO.1 s in risers to more than
10 s in fluidized beds.
3.2.1. initially
instationary
irreversible firsorder
reaction A a C. The flux for the irreversible reaction
A --LC in a sphere with R, = kl [A] is (Crank, 1976)
J, = +&A],

AND VRRIFICATION

3.1. Numerical treutment
Tn the numerical treatment
of the model equations,
the two reactions
(la) and (2a) of finite rates were
taken into account.
For components
A,D, E and
F aq. (3b) was used, and for components
B and C, eq.
(S). These equations and their appropriate
initial and
hundary
conditions
[relations
(4)-(7)3 were discretized according to the scheme proposed
by Baker
and Oliphant. This mahod has proven to give good
results in the orthogonal
system (Comelisse et al_,
1980). Similar rransformations
as by Versteeg & al,
(1989) were used to increase the grid density for short
times and near the interface of the particle.
In the numerical treatment
finite reaction rates are
assumed, which does not cover the instantaneous
reaction betwwn
HzS and the amines. For instan~~IMXJUS
reactions, formally, eqs (9) and (IO) with the
boundary conditions
{7b), (1 Id) and (12d) have to Iw.
discretized. However, instantaneous
reactions can be
simulated by giving the reaction rate constant a very
high value. AIthough this treatment
is mathematicaIIy
not correct, minor errors were introduced
with this
approximation.
3.2: NUmf&cul aerijicatiun arad representation ofthe
results
The results of the present absorption
model were
compared
with analytical mlutions for some asymptotic situations.
These asymptotic
situations
are the
(initially non-stationary)
reaction A + C, the reaction
AtiC,
the instantaneous
reaction
A + BG=C + D
and the instantaneous
reaction A Z= C.

Nter a certain perjpd th9 flux becomes constant. In
Table 1 the fluxes obtained with the numeriwl model
and the analytical model are compared.
3+X!. Reversible
reuction of finite
rate, Crank
(1976) also presented
a solution for the reaction
A = C (C immobile) in a plane sheet with a constant
surface concentration
of A. Analogous to his derivation for a plane sheet, the following
relation for the
dimensionless
total accumulation
in a stagnant liquid

Table 1. Comparison of the fluxerr for the numerical and the analytical models for an irrcversible reaction of finite fate in a stagnant
liquid sphere. Irreversible reaction At C:
k1= Ioaos-‘,
r,=Mm
~~=q=l,
D.=
1 x 1O-‘o mas->, m. = 1. [A]. = 1 molm-3

Time (5)
1.563x lo-’

6.400 x 10-s
1.250% LO-*
l.ooox IO-’
8.000x 10-j
1.563 x 10-Z
l.oOa

Numerical

14.433
7.485
5.653
3.307
3.149
3.149
3.149

Analytical
14,491
7.488
5.651
3.305
3.146
3.146
3.146

sphere

This means

that at every point in the particle the
of B and D can IW written as a function of [Cl according to

is obtained:

concentrations

::’ P,=[B],-&J

Wb)

Yc

with
p.1 = C-k,

-

k_,

and

- Dw,’

+ ,,/(k, + k_

1

Dw.~)~- 4k- ID& J/2

+

pii = [-SC, - k-1 - Dw:
-w/2

[D] = ; [Cl.

(14b)

(14c)

WC)

Because LB] and [D] are only a function of [CJ the
concentration of A can, with the aid of the equilibrium
constant in eq. (lo), also be written as a function 0F

[Cl :

and
nZnZ
w,z = 2

(144

r1

A, gives the total armunt
of A accumulated in the
liquid sphere at the end of the absorption prom
and
equals

A,

= Vephcrr
h[Al,

+ CCl.4

=V ,pdMAlp

+ Km,CAl,h

Wa)

(14e)

In Table 2 a comparison of the dimensionless
total
accumulation
of A for the p-t
numerical model
and the analytical model [given by eq. (14%)] is presented.
3.2.3. Instantaneous
woersible
reaction with equul
If the reaction
rate for the reaction
Iv,lA + lyalBtiy,C
+ y,D can be considered instantaneous with respect to IIMSS transfer and if the diffusion coefficients of the reactants and products are
equal, an analytical solution can lx obtained. The
combined mass balances for component
C with, respectively, B and D in relation (9) disappear, bemuse
for equal diffusivities

Therefore,

the concentration

of A can be written as

Mb1

CA1= UCCI Ii’“Equation

(16b) can be substituted in the: combined
diffusion equation for components A and C [eq. (9)j.
This means that an instantaneous reaction with equal
diffusivities of reactants and products is described by
the following reIation:

-difisivitles.

Dividing eq. (17a) by JJ~and introducing
[PJ which is defined as
[P] = [A] + Ir.l [C-J =f[(J””
Ye
transforms
a sphere:

tbe variable

+ r,
“‘I [CJ

(181

relation (17a) in the diffusion equation

for

ol the dimensi6nleai total accumul&on for the numerical =d the
analytical mod& for a reversible reaction of
Table 2. Comparison

finire rate. Revetible
reaction A =C. C is
immobile, D., = 1 x IO-‘* m’s_‘,
k, = IOWl
S-I, k-, = loOs_‘,
r1 = 50pm, e,=q = 1,
m. = 1, [A], = 1 molmm3

The analytical solution for this diHusion equation
in terms of the dimensionless
total accumulation
is
(Crank, 1976)

Dimensionless tofal
accumulation
Time (s)
0.0216
0.100
0.410
1.217
7.951
25.00
1oO.Q

Numeticzll
0.025s9
0.06198
O.f255
0.2115
0.4887
0.7478
0.9832

Analytical
0.02583
0.06193
0.1254
0.2115
0.4887
0.7478
0.9832

CPlrn equals

the concentration

end of the absorption
EPL

OCP in the liquid

at the

process and can be written ,as

= MA31 + IvA CCL/r.-

(IW

In relation (Mb) [cl,
repre=nts the concentration of
C in the liquid at the end of the absorption prauxs
according to the equilibrium constant K1 [eq. [lo)].
In Table 3 a comparison between the present numer-
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Table 3. Comparison of the dimensionless total accurmdation for the numerical and the
analytical models for the reversible instantaneous reaction A + B=C + D. l&antaneous reaction simulated
with k, = 1
x 10’0m3mol-‘s-‘;
all diffusion Mcicnts
are 1 x 10-‘Om’s-‘;
K = 100; no gas-phm
resistance; *I = M pm; El = 9 = 1; m, = I;
[A], = 1 molmm3

-a[Al =

at

The diffusion coefficient in eq. (22) is a weighted average of the diffusivities
of A and C and can be expressed by

Dimensionless total
accumulation
rime (8)

Numerical

Analytical

o.QMz2
O.OI12Q

0*0X05
01)1110

0.01714
o.ct9773

0.01705
0.09771
0.1819
0.4065
0.6541
0.8808

8.00~ 1W5
270 X 10-d
6.40 X 10-a
2.m x IO- 2
kMtx
10-z
4.67 x to-1
1.53 15
4.135

0.1819
0.4&X

0.6540
0.8804

The analytical solution in terms of the dimensionless
total accumulation
arises by replacing D,/q by D, in
eq. (19a).
In Table 4 a comparison
between the present numerical model and the analytical model Cgiven by cqs
(19a) and [23)] is Fnted.

ical model and the analytical
model [eq. (19313 is
presented.
According to eq. (19a) the dimensionless
total aecumulations at every moment are identical for both the
unreactive(only physical atiorption)
and reactiveliquid-6lled particle_ Therefore, this is, in fact, the only
situation in which the ~nc&pt of the enhancement
factor, E., can be used. The fiux for the reactiveliquid-filled particle is expressed by

represents
where J., rrhyslcal

the physical flux into the
sphere at a certain moment. This flux can .k derived
from eq. (13) if k, = 0 and is, after incorporation
of E#
and 4. given by

@la)
For short times the particle
can be considered
as
a semi-infinite
medium, and the flux can be de&b&
by the more simple expression
(2ib):

3.2.5. Validity of the mmerical model. From Tables
1-4 it can be concluded
that the present numerical
model gives accurate
results over a wide range of
reaction conditions.
Approximating
instantaneous
reactions with high reaction rate constants
introduces
only small deviations in comparison
with the analyticaI model.
4. NUMEZBICAL

SIMULATIONS FOR

REVERSIRLE

4.1.

A tiNGLE

REACTION

Zntruductio~

In

this section numerical results for the simultaneous diffusion and reaction arc presented, if gas A absorbs in a Iiquid-frlI@ particle or in a liquid sphere
where reaction (la) takes place. ReacGons with both
infiaite. (Section 4.2) and finite (Section 4.3) reaction
rates will bz treat&
As discussed previously in SBCtion 3. I, results are given in terms of fluxes and &mensiontess total accumulations
as 3 function of time. The
dimensionless total accumulation in the figures wrresponds to the total amount of component
A transferred to the particle
divided
by the amount
of

Table 4. Comparison of the dimensionless tctal accumulation for the present numerical
model and the analytical model fwr an in&mtawwus first-order reaction with unequal d&
fusivities of A and C. Instantaneous reaction
A= C: K = 1; instantanmus
reaction
simulated
with k, = 1 x 10” s-l;
m,, = I;
[A]. = 1 molmm3; r,-110(1Clm; e,--q-l;
D.=1xi0-9mas-‘;~~=
1~10-~~m~s-~;
Dimensionlfw total
accumulation

3.2.4. instantaneous reversible reacrion with unequal
d#usinities.
If the diffusion coefficients
of the reactants and products are not equal, an analytiaI
solution
for
the
instantaneous
reversible
reaction
cxlnstant
LA=Y, C can be derived if the equilibrium
can
be
written
as
[C] = K[A].
Substituting
[cl - K[A] in eq. (9) gives, after rearrangement,
the
diffusion equation in a sphere:

Analytical

Time Is)

1.250(1x 10-s
6.1413 x lo-’
S.oooOx lo-’
2.7w x lo- 1
1.2500
5.1200

10.0

u.ot241
0.02723
0.09724

0.17467
0.35406

0.63203
0.79039

0.01245
OM748
Osw731
0.17474
0.35413
C1.632W
0.79w3

Mass transfer accompanied

by reversible

A transferred
to the particle at the end of the absorp
tion process, and equals

=[‘G~~~~(P]
up; ar!

+~KI),~~~~~

(

m.CAlr + y

WI.,

c

This accumulation term was calculated
integration
in the particle.
4.2. iVutnmica1 sitdations

of single

(24)

>

by numerical

instantanmus

chemical

reactions
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both terms in eq. (25) is comparable (see Fig 2)+ In the
particular
example in Fig. 2 the influence of the diffusivitiy of component
A is underestimated
However,
for gas-liquid
processes,
normally.
[C& B IQ[A]~.
and the use of eq. (25) .in relation (Ma) will give
accurat,e results for the dimensionless
total accumutations.
With increasing gas-phase ma5s transfer resistance
the importance
of the diffusivities of the rr~ctants and
products on rhe dimensionless
total accumulation
decreases. This phenomenon
is illustrated in Fig 3. For
decreasing k, the saturation
time increases, while the
curves for the various diffusiviiies
(especially at low
liquid loadings) approach each other. For reactions
with an increasing equilibrium constant as well as
initial B concentration,
[Cl., wiu increase and the

re-

rmctlbns
As shady

mention4
in Section
3.2.3 the deacription of absorption accompanied
by an instantaneous
reaction can k solved analytically
if the diffusivities
of all components
are equal and the gas-phase resistance is negligible [eq. (19a)]_ H&ever,
if the ditTusivi&s are unequal an analytical
solution
can be derived
only
for the
instantanmous
reversible
r&Mion
1y,,1A e 7,C (see Section 3.24). The analytical expression for the combined
diRusion ooofFicknt, D, [relation (293, can be rewritten
in the. following form:
IO4

10 -j

to-’

WL

10"

10’

time IsI

In gas-liquid
prooesses the. physical accumulation
of component
A (I~~~EA&)is, cumpared to the adcumulation of component
C (EC].& normaUy-small
and
the diffusivities
of component5
A and C are of the
same order of magnitude.
This means that the contribution of the first term on the right-hand
side af
relation (25) is much smaller than the second rsne, and
that the diffusion coefficient, D,, is mainly determined
by the diffusivity of component
C.
If reaction (la) can be regarded as inmnlaneous
and Da + DI = & = Dd no analytical solution can be
derived for the dimensionless
total accumulation_
However, For high initial B concentrations
([3]c) and
high equilibrium
mnstants
the concentration
of [Cl,,
will exceed the amount of physically absorbed A, and
an approximation
can he derived. As rttready demonstrated for the reaction
y,,A*y,C
the dimensionless total
accumulation
is, for the
condition
[Clas B PII~[A],, mainly determined
by the diffusivity
of compnent
C. For this reason the use of eq. (25) is
suggest&
if reaction
(Ia) is instantaneous
and
D, # D, = D, = &. IO this way. an approximation
for the dimensionless
total accumulation
can be obtained by replacing DJq in relation (19a) by eq. (24).
As can be expected, this method give accurate results
if [Cl., + %[A&,, which is iilustratsd in Fig. 1. However, deviations
are introducefl
if the contribution
of

Fig. 1. Influence of difFusivitk
on the dimensionless
total
accumulation for an instantaneous reaction A -t BeC
+ I)
in a liquid
droplet:
K = 100: rl = ~OJJIYI; m, = I;
D, = 1 x 10-gmls-‘;
[B], = loo0
[A& = t molm-‘;
mo1m-3; [C], = 270.2 mol m-j; sg = Q = 1; no gas-phase
r&stance. Diffusion eoe4Ecients of B, C and Dare equal, and
varied betwest 1 x lW” and 1 x 1O-“0 m2s-‘. Continuous

line represents numericA results; points demonstrate the
approximation

IO'

with eqe il9a) and (25).

IO“

Id

IO”

d
101

time W
Fig. 2. Influcnc~ of tliffusivitics on the dimensionless
total
aoxmulation
for an instantaneous reaction A -t B + C + D
a Iiquid droplet:
K = tO0; r, = 50pm;
m. - 1;
D.=lxlO-‘m’s_‘;
[B],=Zmbl
F-h ==lrn~lrn-~;
m-j; CC], = I.%1 moJm_‘: eP = 9 = I; no gas_phaK resistance.Qiffusidn ca&cients of B, C and D are qua]. and
varied between 1 x 1O-n and 1 x 10-~O~zs-l.
Continuous
line represents numerical results; points demonstrate
ap
proximation with eqs (19a) and (25).
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10-2

10-1
time

HOCENDCKJUN

IO'

et al.

1(1-s 10’4

10-s 10-a 10.'

la1

lo*

10’

time [rl

Fig. 3. Effect of Ic, (ms-I) on the dimensionlws totd accuFig. 5. E&C~ of the region
rate constant k,-, (mm
mulation for the instantaneous reaction A + I3+ C + D in
moI_’ M-‘) on the fluxes for the reaction A + BGC in
a liquid-impregnated particle: K = 500; r, = 50~~ mg = 1; a ‘liquid sphere: K = 1 m’mol-‘;
ri = %pm; m, = 1;
[A], = 1 mal m-“; n. = 1 x 10m9 m2 s-l. [B], = 2ooornol
m-‘; [Cl, = 780.78 11lo1mea; E,, = 0.5; (I’= 2. Diffusion GO*
BIti = tODOmolm-3;
CC], = 500 molm+;
efkients of B,C and D are equal, and varied ktween
“r = q = 1; no gas-phase resistance.
1x10-sand
1x10~9m2S-‘,k,isvarj~dtw~
1OO(no
gas-phase resisrance), 1 K IO-’ and 1 x lo-) m s-l.

to-8
10-S

10-4

10-3

10-Z 10-l
timt

Fip.

4. Influence of the reaction rate constanf k,,,
(uPmol_ ’9-l) on the flux- for the reaction A + B=C in
B liquid sphere: K = 1 m3mol-‘:
r1 = 50~;
m, = t;
[A],lmolm -a; all diffusion coefkicnts 1 x 10m4ma s- 1;
[:C7,=S0Dmolm-3;s,=y=i;no
[B], = 1000molmr’;
gas-phase resistance.

influence

of the gas-phase

riz+ktance

will increa~

IO0

IO’

[s]

Fig. 6. Eff~cr ol the reaction rate constant k.., (n?rn01-~
IS-~) on the fluxes far the reaction A + Bc+C f D in
a liquid-impregnated
particle: K = 100; rT = 250 m
all diffusion
co&cients
m, = I; [A]. = 1 ma1 II-~;
[B], = lC@QmolmsJ;
1 x 10-9mas-1;
[Cl, = 270.2
maim-“. , e, = 0.5, q = 2; no gas-phase limitation.

as

Wdl.

4.3. Numerical
simulations for single reactions with
+hite reaction rute constants
If the reaction
rate is finite only in the situation for
very slow reactions a rather trivial approximate
solution of a homogeneous reaction in the liquid-f&d
particle or liquid sphek can he derived. For other
process conditions no generalized solution can IX
obtained. However, various absorption regimes can
be recognized in the time-flux diagram. Examples of
such time-flux diagrams and their corresponding
time-accumulation
graphs for some arbitrary rca~
tions arc given in Figs 4-7 and 8-11, respectively.
Figures 4 and 5 give, apart from the diffusivities of
B and C. results for the same process conditions. The
forms of the time-flux curves are similar to the figures

time ial

Fig. 7. Influence of the equilibrium constant K 1 on the Ruxes
for the reaction A + B+C + D in B liquid-impregnated
particle: K = 0 {Ilo re&ion~ 0.01, 1. loo, 30; r, = 100 pm;
14, = 1; [A]# =‘I maim -‘; aLl diffusion coc5cknts 1 x 1O-p
mls-“;
[B10 = 1ooOmolm-3;
[Cl,. is, respectively, 0.
3.157. 31.126, 270.2, 1000molm-3;
k,+, = 1 &mol-?
s-‘;
sP = 0.5; 4 = 2; no gas-phu
limitation.
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P

0.6
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B
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1.1
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10-l

102
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time

IO-’

lo-- 2

==&
lotime

[s]

Fig. 8. Influenw of the reaction rate constant k_,
(m3mol-’ 5-l) on the dimsionless
tota aazumulation
corresponding to the conditions mentioned in the caption of
Fig. 4.

la-=

.

10-3

102

IO0

time Cal
Fig. 9. Influence of the reaction rate constant k.,,
(m3md-1 8-l) on the dimensionless total aarrmvlation CWresponding to the ctiditions mentioned in the caption of
Fig. 5.

‘0
10

10’

100
time

102

[sl

Fig. 10. Effect of the reaction rate constant k,,,, (m’
mol-’ a-‘) on the dimensionless total accumulation COI-Mpond& to the conditions mentioned in the caption of
Flg. 6.
given by Wu er al. (1976) for the action
AsC
(C
immobile).
The first region of absorption is described by the
physical flux into a liquid-filled partick and expressad
by eq. (214. For short times, relation (21a) or {21b)

‘2
1U

Fig. 11. Influence of the quitibrium value K, on the dimsnsionless total accumulation correspondjng to the conditions
mentioned in the caption oT’Fig. 7.

gives, in a double logarithm figure of the flux against
the time, a straight line, which is independent of the
particle radius. If the particle saturates with component A, the Aux calculated by relation (21a) redsubstantially. This saturation moment increases with
the radius of the liquid-filled particles.
After some time the physical flux becomes of the
same order of magnitude as the reaction rate, and
a plateau is reached. The plateau flux can, for a firstorder reaction in A, be approximated .by the relation
for the stationary flux into a sphere where a first-order
irreversible reaction takes place. Assuming a pseudofirst-order reaction of A, the approximate flux is, with
incorporation of eP and q, described by

Bischoff (1965) gave an approximation
ary flux for the irreversible reaction

10-t

‘1
10

fsl

for the station-

but the stationary fluxes calculated by the approximation gave, for n = 2, fluxes which differed by more
than 50% from the numerically I;alculat.ted fluxes.
Consequently, only the pkeau flux for a reaction
first-order in A can be approximated reasonably well
with eqs (26a) and (26b) (see Figs 7 and 11). For fast
reactions tanh $’ ES 1, indicating that the plateau fiux
is independent of the particle radius,, while for very
slow reactions tanh 4’ = #, meaning that the flux
depends linearly on r,. The continuation of the flux
line is, among others, determined by the diffusivities of
the components B, C and D, the initial concentration
of B (LB&), the particle radius and the equilibrium
constant. In Figs 7 and 1 i the influcncc of the cquilibrium constant is shown. From these figures it can be
seen that for increasing equilibrium constants the flux
remains on the plateau for a longer period, and, as
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a result, the time to reach complete conversion
increases.
The
increased
saturation
time is due to the
fact that the plateau flux for ail equilibrium constants
is identical,
while the absorption
capacity increases
with increasing equilibrium
constant.
If no Mvere diffusion resistance of components
B. C
and D occurs, the plateau flux gradually
decreases
until the prticle
is completely
saturated
(Fig. 4). If,
however, diffusion limitation
of B, C and D takes
place, a rather abrupt change to an instantaneous
reaction regime can ‘be observed (Fig. 5). In this region
the reaction rate is not important
and above a certain
asymptotic
rate constant the fluxes are almost equal.
When saturation
takes place the flux drops from this
line and decreases to zero, The instantaneous
regime
can, for equal diffusivities,
be approximated
by the
flux into a flat semi-infinite
medium:

which the desirable gas, A, reacts instantaneously,
and
the other one, E, with a finite rate. msed on these
results, a particular example For the absorption
of I&S
and CO2 in a particle, impregnated
with methyl
&ethanol amine (MDEA) will be given.
In the simulation
results, the dimensionless
total
accumulation
for components
A and E is defined
similar to eq. (24}, and gives the amount of A (or E)
transferred
to the particle divided by the maximum
amount of A (OF E) that can be absorbed by the Iiqaidfilled pm-title. The denominator
in relation (24) is
d&mad as if one raactian takes place; therefore, the
dimensionless
total accumulation
(for both-A and E)
c&n never exceed unity. The equilibrium
concentrations given in the captions are also calculated as if one
reactioti takes place. In Figs 12-17 the aceurnulation
cuzyes
for both A and E are given in the same figure.
The numbr
following the gas indicates the value of
the parameter
which is varied.

This line can be regarded as the upper limit for the
flux at the instantaneous
reglme. For unequal diffusitities the approximation
for D, a6 suigested in
relation (25) can be used in eq. (27)+ The use of these
relations is illustrated in ,Figs 4-6. In Fig. 4 notable
diffusion resistance
otirs
only for the fastest mattian, while in Fig. 5 di!Tusion limitation
occurs for
reactions with a rate constant above 1 m3 mol- 1s- I.
In Fig 6 diffusion limitation is observed for reactions
with a reaction constant above 100 m3 moI- ’s- l. As
already mentioned
in Section 4.2, eq. (25) gives accurate results if the diffusivities of A and C are of the
same order of magnitude hnd CC& * m,[A&. In the
instantaneous
regime the fluxes calculated
by relations (25) and (27) differ, for the conditions
studied,
only a few percent from the numerically
calculated
fluxes.

5.2. Simulation results for the simultaneous absorption
oftwo gases
Jt will be obvious thdt the equilibrium
constants
determine the concentrations
at the end of the absorption process. However, if the first reaction is fast, or
even instantanmua
(as in the examples treated here),
and the second reaction slow, the dimensionless
total
accumulation
of component
A in the particle can
exceed the final equilibrium
accumulation.
This is
illustrated in Fig. 12; where the equilibrium- constant
favours the second rea&on,
but, nevertheless,
the
dimensionless
total
accumulation
of component
A reaches, for a slow parallel reaction, a value as if the
second reaction does not occur. With increasing reactioa rate constant
of the second reaction, the maximum accumulation
of A diminishes
and &I& to
lower contact times. However, the maximum amount
of A transferred to the particle is, evea for the fastest

5. SIM~JLTANEOLS

ABSORPTION

OF

TWO

GASF.S

5.1. Introductiun
In the simultaneous
absorption
of H2S and CO1
into aqueous amine solutions, both the desirable reaction (ic) and uk&sirabIe
reaction
(2b) take place.
Thesa two reactions are given schematically
by

7.

and

ybl

G

4

~2

and

YJ

a

0.

(2)

reality, the reaction scheme for this special case is
much more complicated,
as represented
by reactions
(la) and (2ak however, Littel ef ul. (1991) showed that
using the complicated
and the simplified
reaction
scheme gave, for a model based on the Higbie penetration theory, nearly identical rcsuits. Tbercfore, the
siimplif~ed reaction scheme. given by the two reactions
(la) and (2a), was used in the present study.
In Section 5.2 several examples will be given for the
simaltaneuus
absorption
of two reactive gases, of
In

tion of two g-s
A and E in a liquid-hptignated
wticle:
rI = 50 pm; K1 = 50; K t = m,
reaction (la) is instantaneous; [BIO = NXIO~OIm-‘; ~fa = 1; [A& = 1 molm-3;

m, = I; ~1. = I molmm5; [ID]_ = 200motm-‘;
[F],
diffusititics
EP= 0,s;
4 = 2; all
= 732.05 molm-‘;
1 x 10-.9 m’s_‘: no gas-phase resstitance.

Mass transfer accompanied

by reversible

reaction
under consideration,
considerably
higher
than the amount accumulated
at the end of the at+
sorption
process. In Fig. 12, for the fast+
parallel
reaction only, equilibrium
is reached within the given
time scale. As can lx seen from Fig. 13 an increasing
equilibrium
constant
For the second
reaction
has
a similar effect as an increase of the reaction
rate
Constant for the second reaction. Jf the desirable reaction has an infinite reaction rata and the undesirable
reaction a finite reaction rate, the particle dimensions
should be as small as possibIe in order to increase the
maximum capacity for the desirable cumponeot
and
reduce the time at which this capacity is reached (see
Fig. 14). After reaching a maximum,
desorption
of
component
A takes place, which is illustrated in Fig.
15 for the two situations shown in Figs 13 and 14. The
influence of k, on the absorption
behaviout of the two

time

chemical reactions
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gases-is illustrated in Fig. 16. From this figure It can be
c.on&tded that a gas-phase resistance has a negative
effect on the maxi&m
absorption
capacity of A and
the time at which this maximum is reached.

From the figures in Section 52 it can be concluded
that small particles and a slow reactibn of COz with
an amine contribute
to an efficient use. of the amine for
the selective absorption
OC the instantaneously
reacting HZS. For this reason, aqueous MDEA solutions impregnated
in particles
with a radius
of

[sl

constant K, of reaction (28)
absorption of two gases A and E in a
particle: rl = 50 G; K1 = 50; tc8ction
= 10 m3 tnol-’ s-‘; [B& = loo0

Fig. 13. Efkct of the equilibrium

on the tiultaneout;
liquid-impregnati

m.=l;
~A],=Imolm-3;
m,=l;
[E],=l
CD], = 200tnolm-“;
[F]“,I;
131.77,
200.
rntll~~-~!
732.05 mol m-‘;
zCP
= 0.5;
diffusivities
q = 2;
1 x IW’m’s-‘;
no gas-phase resistance.

ITi& 15. Flux& c6rresponding
to situation A-2oo0, I%zobo,
A-50 and E-50 from, rqxxtively,
Figs 13 and 14.

0.8
0.6
0.4

0.2

0.0
102

10-J

Lime Is1
Fig. 14. Infiuenoe of the particle radius hrn) on the simuhanemus absqption
of two gafos A and E in a liquid-imprcgnaked particle: K, = 20: K1 = 100; reaction (la) is instanQ = 1; [AIs = 1 molm-‘;
taneous; k.,. = I m5mol-1s-‘;
m, = 1; [EJ, = 1 molmm3; [F& = 10[1 molm-“;
tD]., =
131.77, [fl,
= 270.2 molm-‘:
sP = 0.5; q = 2; all dXuslvities lxlO-‘lmzs-‘;
no gas-phase resistance.

time [sl
Fig. 16. Effect of gas-phase maas transfer k. (rn~-~] on the
simultaneous absorption d two gas& A and E in a liquiditnprepated
article: K1 = 5Q X> = 2W.Q r, = 50 pm; reamtion (la) is instantaneous;
k,+. -0.1 m3mol-J I-I; m. = 1;
[Ah = 1 molm-3;
w=
1; CEJ, = lmolm-‘;
[&, =
Moo molm-“;
[D].; ‘= 292.21; [F], = 1236.07 mol mS3;
dl difitivities
1 x 10S9 mfs-‘;
kn = O.S;,q.= 2: k, is vati.
from 1 x 10-T to 1 x IO--*m i-1.
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Table 5. Dam Im the MDEA-H,S-CO,

HzS + MDEA+HSi. hrLDEAH+
CO, + H,O f MDEAeHCO;
+ MDEAH+

Inrtsntaneous
& s k,[CO,][MDEA]
DilTlCllSiOlllCSS

0.8

0.6

a4
0.2

0.0
10-2

100

10-l

the

10’

d

[s]

Fig !7. Simultaneuus
absorption
of H,S and CO* by
a MDEA-impregnated par&la The cddditidhs are mentioned in Tables 5 and 6, The gas crmcentration bf H2S is
varied and given ia ma1 rnmdA

50 q offer interesting pibilities
for the selective atmoval of HrS. In Table 5 typical data for the
MDEA-HzS4X&

setem

are

given.

Tly

prwlucts

are ionic; therefore,
MDEAH+, HS- and HCO:
total coupling of these s@ec
was assumed to maintain eleetroncutraIity throughout the liquid. The diffusivity of the free amine ion MDEAH* will be, as
a consequence of the highest molecular volume, lower
than the cIiRusititi~ of I-IS- .and HC05, and ahnost
equal to the diffusion coe&ient of MDEA. In the

system
- k-,[HC0;][MDEAH+]
Littel et al. (19%&i), Blauwhoffet

al. (1980)

simulations the components MaEAH+,
HS- and
HCO,
were, therefore, given diffusion co&Gents
identical to the difbitity
of MDEA.
1r1 Fig. 17 the results are shown for the process
conditions given in Table 6. The gas-phase concentration of H,S is varied between 2;0.0025 and 2.5%,
with, in all simulations, a cuncentration of ~10%
C02+ At low HIS concentrations the influence of the
parall& reaction of CO7 on the accumulation of HIS
is very pronounced, and under these conditions the
reversibility
of the H,S reaction is of importance. At
low HZS concentrations the absorbed HIS is, at high
contact times, almost completely stripped from the
liquid by means of the CO1 coabsorption. Schrauwen
(1985) treated both reactims (tc) and (Zb) in a cyclone
spray scrubber as independent and irreversible, but
these examples indicate that even for very Tow liquid
loadings this assumption is questionable. The
examples also indicate that the residence time is a very
important parameter to achieve an optimal usage of
the amine for the separation of HtS.
In the present si&lations a constant gas conctntration of both HzS and CO1 was assumed, while in
gas treating processes the gas concentrations vary
with the position in the absorber. Consequently, incorporation of the present micromodel in a reactor
mcmieltil be timssary to study the gas ahsorption at
changing gas concentrations. In future work such
a reactor model will he presented for plug flow for the
gas as well as the solid phase in a Countercurrent and
cocurrent mode of operation.

Mass [ran&r
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by reversible chemical reactions

6. CQNCLUSIQNS
The absorption
of gaseous components
in porous
particles impregnated with a reactive liquid phase hm
been studied theoretically. A model that describes this

CPJ

expr~od

4

tortuosity,
dimensionless
radius oC sphkre, m
radius, m
reaction rate for first and second
tion,molm”3s-L
time, s
expressed by relation (14d)

r1
r

absorption process has been develop& in which it is
assumed that the porous particles act az a liquid

Ri*

support and are chemicalIy inert. The model is based
on the description
ol cliff&on
and reaction
in a
stagnant
liquid sphere, and validated
with sevetal
asymptotic
analytical solutions.
Both reactions instantaneous
tith respect to mass
transfer and reactions with finite reaction rates have
been treated. For some asymptotic
situations analytical solutions
were derived. For instantaneous
reactions an approximation
for the dimensionless
total
accumulation
is presented_ This approximation
gives
accurare results if the diffusivities of the reactants and
products are of the same order of magnitude and the
physical accumulation
of the gas is small compared to
the product conwntratiorr.
For reactions
with finite
reaction rate constants,
different absorption
regimes
can be rwognized
in the timeflux
diagrams.
If two gases are absorbed
simultaneously
in the
liquid-impregnated
particle, and both react with the
same reactant, one gas component
can, under specific
conditions,
selectively be absorbed.
This offers interesting possibilities
for the selective removal of HIS
from gases which also contain CO, with aqueous
amine solutions.

t

NOTATlON

total accumulation
of A in the particle at
time t, mol
total accumulation
of A in the particle at
the end of the absorption
process, mol
concentration
of absort&
component,
molm-3
concentration
of non-volatile
reactants
and products, mol mm3
diffusion coefficient, rn’ s-l
weighted diffusion coefficient, mz s-l
enhancement
factor, dimensionless
flux of absorbed component
A, mol
m-zs-I
forward reaction rate constant for first
reaction, (molm-3)(~“-“‘11s
1
reverse reaction rate constant for first
reaction I (m01m-3)~-f-4+1~s-1
forward reaction rate cOnstant for second
reaction, (molm-J)‘-‘-6+1~s-1

reverse reaction mte constant for second
reaction, (molm-3)~-‘-‘+‘~s-1
gas-phase mass transfer coefficient, m s- ’
equilibrium
constant
br first reaction,
(motm -3 ) --n-m+$t+q
equilibrium constant for second reaction,
(motm -3 ) --I--B+Y+D
partition coefficient of A, dimensiodess

expressed
expressed

by relation
by relation

(14b)
(I&)
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R2

2
W”
Greek

by relation (1s)

reac-

bztters

7i

%
4’
0

stoichiomotric co&cient
in relations (la)
and (2a)
porosity, dimensionless
Tbiele modulus,
expressed
by relation
V6bI
initial concentration

SUbSCTipLT
=I

:

at equiilibrium conditions
gasp&
initial concentration

Si4jWrscripfs
%wP,q

reaction

orders

in reaction

rak

mp~a

orders

in reaction

rate expres-

sion R,
r, $9f4 p

reaction
sion R2
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